To place the proposed habitat right in the context of the other elements of the fishing right that courts already recognize, this Comment describes the fishing right as a trinity of subsidiary, interdependent rights: the right of access," the right of equitable apportionment," and the habitat right. 14. The right of access includes the right to trespass and camp on fee land during the fishing season, United States v. Winans, 198 U.S. 371, 381 (1905) , the right to fish without paying state-imposed license fees, Tulee v. Washington, 315 U.S. 681, 685 (1942) , and the right to fish free of discriminatory state regulations, Dep't of Game of Wash. v 18. See infra notes 92-100. The canons of construction establish a methodology by which the courts interpret Indian treaties. See COHEN, supra note 11, at 221-25; see also discussed in terms of the three elements of the proposed trinity plus two corollary judicial doctrines that both support and limit the proposed habitat right: the reserved water right, 9 and the conservation necessity." Finally, Part IV argues that the habitat right should be recognized as the third right in the proposed trinity.
L Potential Scope of the Implied Habitat Right
Courts recognize that anadromous fish require certain basic environmental conditions to survive and prosper, including 1) access to and from the sea, 2) an adequate supply of good-quality water, 3) a sufficient amount of suitable gravel for spawning and egg incubation, 4) an ample supply of food, and 5) sufficient shelter.' The implied habitat right would give tribes a cause of action to preserve and restore those conditions in local watersheds.' Armed with the implied habitat fight, tribes could force state and local governments as well as private developers to consider the environmental effects of a particular development long before a given fish population heads towards extinction and becomes subject to the Endangered Species Act." In some cases, tribes could even go to court and demand removal of certain developments such as the Lower Snake River dams, that create an especially severe impact on salmon mortality. 20. The conservation necessity recognizes that the Indians cannot fish their fish to extinction. The U.S. Supreme Court first recognized the conservation necessity in Tulee v. Washington, 315 U.S. 681, 683 (1942) . Since the Tulee decision, the conservation necessity has been a feature of every U.S. Supreme Court decision interpreting the Stevens Treaties. 
COMMENTS
The implied habitat right could also give tribes more leverage in Federal Energy Regulatory Commission proceedings to demand that a particular dam operate in a more fish-friendly fashion. For example, the Skokomish Indians could intervene in the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission proceedings re-authorizing the Lake Cushman Dams.' Potential habitat restoration projects in this case range from simply restoring flows below the lowermost dam, to equipping one or both of the dams with fish ladders, to removing the lowermost dam, or removing both dams." To help select the appropriate restoration option, the tribes could measure the habitat right in terms of money, estimating the value of the fish killed by the dam, comparing the value of the fish to the value of the electricity produced by the dam, and then seek equitable relief based on a combination of habitat restoration and/or financial compensation."'
The implied habitat right would not create a "wilderness servitude" requiring the government to return salmon habitat to 1855 conditions.' Rather, it would be a tool the Indians could use to prevent threatened habitat destruction and, where appropriate, restore damaged habitat. It could be limited by the moderate living standard,' so that tribes couldn't prevent all development, only development that threatens their ability to catch enough fish to attain a moderate living from fishing." Once a tribe achieves a moderate living from fishing, the habitat right would become a "negative right." Tribes could prevent new developments that threaten their ability to achieve a moderate living, but they could not destroy old developments that might prevent higher tribal harvests.' 2 Judicial recognition of an implied habitat right would boost the Indian economy, preserve a treasured cultural icon, and begin restoration of 
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Published ecological function to under-functioning wetland, riverine, and estuarine environments. For example, one report estimated that the Lake Cushman Dams caused over $5 billion worth of damage to the Skokomish tribe and economy between 1926 and 1997." Simply returning flows to the North Fork of the Skokomish River would return life-giving water to formerly productive fish habitat and at least partially restore the normal process of sediment transportation, flushing out small gravel and other debris that degrades spawning habitat and restoring much-needed debris to the river delta.' The implied habitat right would give tribes the ability to protect the environmental conditions needed for fish populations to survive and prosper. This tool would bring the needs of salmon to the bargaining table when land use planners and developers make decisions about development. It could also force citizens and political leaders to think proactively about how to restore salmon habitat in a cost-effective and creative manner. By recognizing and then enforcing the implied habitat right, the courts could initiate a process to strengthen the culture and spirit of Indians and non-Indians alike.
II. Treaty Negotiations Between the United States and the Fishing Indians of Western Washington
The Native Americans of the Pacific Northwest long relied on salmon for their physical and spiritual nourishment and' as the basis for their economy, religion, and culture.' Because of salmon, the Pacific Northwest .Indians developed one of the few hunter/gatherer societies in the world that consistently produced more food and material wealth than it needed for subsistence." The fishing clause of the Stevens Treaties was designed to protect the source of this wealth -the salmon. ' When Isaac Stevens negotiated the treaties that bear his name, he was well aware of the significance the Indians attributed to salmon." By assuring the Indians that 33 the United States would always protect their right to catch salmon, he avoided a needless and potentially inhumane war and paved the way for non-Indian settlement in the Pacific Northwest.'
A. The Indian Salmon Fishery Before the Treaties
Salmon have always been at the heart of Pacific Northwest Indian culture." Salmon were central to the Indians' diet, religion, calendar, and system of property rights.' To maintain their runs of salmon, the various Indian tribes in the Pacific Northwest developed religious practices that centered on salmon." 3 Salmon were also central to the Northwest Indians' calendar and understanding of the night sky. For example, the Quileute Indians, who lived on the coast near the mouth of the Quileute River, named four periods of the year for the four great runs of salmon that spawned on the Quileute River during the year." The Nisquallys, meanwhile, spoke of a constellation called "edad," meaning fish weir, saw Orion's belt as three fishermen and his sword as a school of fish, and regarded the northern lights as a school of herring exposing their white bellies to the night air.' 5 To the extent that an Indian system of private property rights existed, it focused on salmon. Each tribe maintained a winter village along a particular river." Within the tribes, individual fisherman had hereditary rights to fish at particular spots along the river near their winter villages. There also existed shared rights to fish with people from other villages near their spring and summer fish camps based on ties of marriage and kinship.' This system, for the most part, eliminated any need for intertribal warfare over fishing grounds, allowed for escapement, ' 
B. The Treaty Negotiations
Isaac Stevens, first governor of Washington Territory and first Indian superintendent of Washington Territory,' made some attempts to preserve the Indian fishing allocation system when he negotiated the Stevens Treaties." Indeed, he and his advisors discussed the need to preserve the Indians' fishing rights several months before beginning their treaty-making tour on Puget Sound and the Straits of Juan de Fuca in the winter of 1854-5552 Based on these discussions, Stevens also decided to "liberalize"' 3 the terms of the treaty that his superiors in Washington D.C. suggested.' Stevens negotiated treaties that confined the Indians to their winter villages on their reservations in the winter, but in the summer allowed them to roam freely over their aboriginal fishing and hunting grounds, set up fish camps, and catch fish as they always had. 5 English terms used in the treaty."' It is unclear why Stevens chose to use Chinook rather than translate directly from English to the appropriate Indian dialect. 59 In later years, an individual considering himself fluent in Chinook stated that the language could not have been used to translate the treaties' terms into words understandable to the Indians.'
C. The Stevens Treaties
Stevens began his treaty-making tour on Christmas Eve, 1854, on the banks of Medicine Creek in South Puget Sound." Ten months later, on the banks of the Judith River in Montana, he negotiated his tenth and final treaty. 2 During each negotiation, he read from a pre-drafted document, each containing virtually identical terms. 63 As a result of each negotiation, the Indians ceded vast, if not all, swaths of their aboriginal territory in exchange for items and services such as blankets and blacksmith shops." By far the most important element of the treaty negotiations, however, was not what the Indians either ceded or received, but what they retained.' In addition to small reservations of land, the Indians retained the fishing right as codified in the fishing clause:'
The exclusive right of taking fish in all the streams, where running through or bordering said reservation, is further secured to said confederated tribes and bands of Indians, as also the right of taking fish at usual and accustomed places, in common with citizens of the Territory; and of erecting temporary buildings for curing them; together with the privilege of hunting, gathering roots and berries, and pasturing their horses and cattle upon open and unclaimed lands. 
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The general meaning of the fishing clause emerges clearly from the historical record. Stevens was under orders to extinguish Indian title to the vast majority of their aboriginal territory to make way for non-Indian settlement." The Indians, meanwhile, wanted to preserve their way of life as much as possible, which to them meant preserving their right to catch as much salmon as they always had." The fishing clause reflects these concers. The Stevens Treaties guaranteed individual fishermen the right to continue seasonal fishing at their usual and accustomed fishing places off the reservation."' It also allowed at least some Indians to continue living in their winter villages. Stevens allowed displaced Indians to build new winter villages on the reservations. 72 Governor Stevens viewed the fishing clause in a similar vein.' To him, it was both cheap and humane to let the Indians continue fishing as they had always done. In Stevens' view, the reservations were adequate in size because they were placed in locations where the Indians could continue to fish, hunt, and "participate in the labor of the Sound." ' In his official communications to the President, Stevens defended his decision to let the Indians continue fishing because it allowed them to be self-supporting and wouldn't interfere with non-Indians." 6 Furthermore, the fishing clause allowed the Indians to continue supplying the non-Indians with most of their fish and other seafood, including the salmon they cured for export. ' The historical record indicates that the Indians understood the fishing clause of the Stevens Treaties as a guarantee that the federal government would protect their fisheries in perpetuity. Stevens probably understood the treaty in the same light. It is unknown whether he was motivated by a sense of common humanity, noblesse oblige, or a simple desire to reduce the cost of feeding the Indians. From a legal standpoint, it is also irrelevant. 
I. Stevens Treaty Case Law
Courts recognize that the fishing clause guarantees the Indians enough fish to make the fishing right meaningful."' Indeed, Stevens Treaties case law can be read as a series of contemporaneous responses to declining fish runs and judicial efforts to fashion new doctrines designed to enforce the treaties central guarantee -that the Indians would always have enough fish to maintain their way of life. '9 To enforce this guarantee, over the last century, courts developed the right of access and the right of equitable apportionment."' In addition, some lower court decisions laid the foundation for recognition of the proposed habitat right." If recognized, this third right would be the final element of the proposed trinity.
Stevens Treaties case law recognizes two more doctrines that inform and limit these rights: the reserved water right" and the conservation necessity."' While the first two elements of the trinity, the right of access and the right of equitable apportionment, are firmly established, the habitat right is not. Likewise, the reserved water right is not unequivocally analogized to the reserved habitat right and the conservation necessity is not unequivocally interpreted so as to restrict the state's ability to destroy, or permit the destruction of, productive fish habitat.
A. The Canons of Construction
Since the tenure of Chief Justice John Marshall in the early days of the U.S. Supreme Court, courts interpret treaties between the United States and the tribes, including the Stevens Treaties, in light of the special canons of construction for Indian treaties.' At mid-century, the Court stated that these canons required consideration of "the history of the treaty, the negotiations, and the practical construction adopted by the parties."" Citing multiple Supreme Court cases, Felix Cohen, a preeminent scholar of American Indian law,"' stated that the canons of construction require the courts to construe the treaties liberally in favor of the Indians,u resolve ambiguous expressions in favor of the Indians," 9 and interpret the treaties as the Indians would have understood them at the time." Echoing Cohen, the most recent U.S. Supreme Court case interpreting an Indian treaty uses identical language.'
B. The Right of Access
In United States v. Winans,' in 1905, the U.S. Supreme Court held that the fishing clause of the Stevens Treaties contained a right of access, also described as a "fishing servitude." 3 The conflict here began after the Winans brothers installed fishwheels at the Yakama" Indians' "usual and accustomed" fishing grounds on the Columbia River at the Washington / Oregon border" and attempted to prevent the Indians from accessing their traditional fishing stations." The local U.S. Attorney then sought an INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY 1723 (1981 . The holder of a "profit a pendre" has the right to take part in (profit from) the produce or soil of the land of another. BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 1211 (6th ed. 1990). Thus, a "piscary profit a pendre" is the right to fish on someone else's land.
94. The Yakama Indian Nation officially changed the spelling of "Yakima" to "Yakama" by resolution in 1972. injunction against the Winans brothers on the Indians' behalf.7 The Court found for the Indians, articulating the canon of construction that the language of the fishing clause should be construed "as that unlettered people understood it." 98 The Court observed that the fishing right is "not much less necessary to the existence of the Indians than the atmosphere they breathed."" Therefore, the Court reasoned, the Stevens' Treaties contained the implied right of access, because without access to the fishing sites, the sites were worthless."' The right of access included the right to camp on the fee land during the season and smoke or otherwise preserve the fish.''
The Court reaffirmed the right of access in 1919 in Seufert Brothers Co. v. United States." ' a In that case, the Court found that the Yakamas had a right to fish at their "usual and accustomed places" on the north and south side of the Columbia River, despite the fact that the lands ceded to the government during treaty negotiations were only on the north side." ' To construe the Stevens Treaties otherwise would substitute "the natural meaning of the expression... for the [artificial] meaning which might be given to it by the law and lawyers. ' The Steven Treaties right of access is well settled. The Indians may access their usual and accustomed fishing grounds, regardless of who actually owns the land on which the fishing grounds are located. If nonIndians, such as the Winans brothers, deny access to the fishing grounds, the Indians may get an injunction requiring the non-Indians to permit access.
C. The Right of Equitable Apportionment
The right to equitable apportionment guarantees the Indians the right to catch up to half the available fish. accustomed fishing places were primarily above the dam whereas the nonIndian commercial fishermen fished exclusively below the dam."" Adding insult to injury, additional regulations permitted sport fishing above and below Bonneville dam." However, the Indians could not use this exception because they weren't sport fishermen."' 9 To protect their rights, the Indians filed suit in the Western District of Oregon, seeking a decree defining their Stevens Treaty fishing rights."' The Court found that during treaty negotiations, the Indians expressed their paramount interest as protecting their fishing rights."' Following the canons of construction for Indian treaties," 2 the Sohappy court struck down the regulations and directed the state to promulgate new ones guaranteeing the Indians a "fair share" of the fish produced by the Columbia River." 3 In a series of cases known as the Puyallup cases, the U.S. Supreme Court recognized the Indians' right to a fair share of the fish." 4 In Puyallup I and Puyallup II, the Indians challenged state regulations banning the use of nets on the Puyallup and Nisqually Rivers and in Commencement Bay at the mouths of these rivers."' The State of Washington argued that because they helped guarantee escapement, the regulations were designed to protect the fish.' 6 In Puyallup I, the Court held that the State could impose conservation measures on the Indians provided that the measures met "appropriate standards" and did not discriminate against the Indians."'
In Puyallup lI, the Court applied the standard enunciated in Puyallup I, holding that the net bans, while conservation measures, were discriminatory conservation measures because they allowed in-river hook and line fishing (sport fishing), practiced exclusively by non-Indians, but forbade net fishing, practiced exclusively by Indians."' The Court held that the fish should be "fairly apportioned" between Indians and non-Indians." ' later, in Puyallup 111, the Court upheld a trial court's determination that the Indians were entitled to catch forty-five percent of the harvestable run of natural steelhead on the river.'"' In United States v. Washington (Boldt Decision), a federal district court interpreted "fair apportionment" as the right to catch up to half the harvestable fish.' This litigation began in 1970 with the United States filing an action for declaratory and injunctive relief to define the scope of treaty fishing rights and require the state to promulgate and enforce regulations designed to protect that right.' To simplify the proceedings at trial, Judge Boldt bifurcated the issues into two phases.' Phase 1, allocation, focused on who got how much of the pie.'" Phase 1I, hatchery/habitat, focused on the size of the pie."
At the end of Phase I, Judge Boldt found that the right of equitable apportionment implied in the fishing clause of the Stevens Treaties gave the Indians the right to catch up to half the harvestable fish that would pass through their traditional fishing places if not intercepted by non-treaty fishermen. 2 ' Judge Boldt based this finding primarily on the third canon of construction, requiring courts to construe Indian treaties as the Indians understood them at the time. 2 Applying this canon to the treaty phrase "in common with" Boldt first noted that the Indians probably didn't know precisely what each term meant because the treaties were written in English and the treaty negotiations were conducted in Chinook, a jargon that many of the Indians did not understand and was inadequate in the first place." Language barriers, Judge Boldt stated, put the Indians at a disadvantage.' 29 Therefore, the canons required Judge Boldt to determine what the Indians thought they were bargaining for during treaty negotiations."
' After three years of exhaustive discovery, 
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Judge Boldt found that the Indians bargained for the right to maintain their fisheries and their freedom to move about and gather food as they always had.' 32 The allocation of up to half the fish was supposed to make this consideration meaningful."' The Ninth Circuit, in Puget Sound Gillnetters Ass'n v. United States District Court for the Western District of Washington ' 4 and the U.S. Supreme Court in Fishing Vessel" 3 affirmed the Boldt Decision on appeal with minor modifications. To affirm the right to a maximum of half the fish, the Fishing Vessel Court"' engaged in its own historical analysis, using the canons of construction articulated in Winans."' The Fishing Vessel Court discussed the "vital importance" the Indians placed on their fishing rights during treaty negotiations.'" The court then reasoned that the Winans Court found only the right of access because that was all the Indians needed to "adequately protect" the fishing right at the time." 9 But the fishing right didn't end with access. The right of access was part of a "greater right" -the right to harvest enough fish to provide the Indians with a "moderate living," subject to Judge Boldt's fifty percent ceiling.140
The allocation issue decided, Judge Boldt bequeathed the Phase 11 issues, hatchery and habitat, to a new Judge for the Western District of Washington, Judge Orrick."' Judge Orrick found that hatchery fish are included in the Indians' allocation because they were bred to replace wild fish in decline primarily because of non-Indian development. 2 The Ninth Circuit affirmed Orrick's decision allocating half the hatchery fish to the Indians three times, holding that one of the central purposes of the Stevens Treaties was to guarantee the Indians "an adequate supply of fish" and that including hatchery fish in the allocation would at least partially meet this guaran- The right of equitable apportionment, therefore, gives the Indians the right to catch enough fish to maintain a moderate living through fishing, up to the fifty percent ceiling recognized by Judge Boldt. Hatchery fish are included in the allocation. In the first few years after the Boldt Decision, tribal harvests improved.'" Since the mid-eighties, however, fish runs and tribal harvests declined.'" The problem for Indians today is not their piece of the pie, it is the size of the pie.'" To address the size of the pie, some courts have considered the proposed habitat right.
D. The Habitat Right
The U.S. District Court for the Western District of Washington found a habitat right by focusing on the canons of construction requiring it to discern the central meaning of the Stevens Treaties.'" 1 According to Judge Orrick, the central concern of the Indians who negotiated the treaties was to "continue fishing as they had always done."'" He based this finding on the fact that "fish were the mainstay of the Indian's economy and the focal point of their culture."' 9 The canons of construction required Orrick to interpret the Stevens Treaties consistently with the Indians' contemporaneous understanding of their fishing rights." Orrick articulated the canons as follows: 1) interpret the treaty so as to "promote [its] central purpose," 2) in a manner that is sensitive to the "intentions and assumptions" of the Indians as they entered the treaties, and 3) resolving "any ambiguities ... in the Indians' favor."'' 1 Judge Orrick's analysis focused on the first canon. Orrick reasoned that the central premise of the fishing clause was to "reserve to the tribes the right to continue fishing as an economic and cultural way of life,"' 52 which 144 
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Published by University of Oklahoma College of Law Digital Commons, 2002 was predicated on "the existence of fish to be taken."' 5 3 Fish survival was, in turn, dependent on habitat.'" Orrick also held that "neither party to the treaties, nor their successors in interest, may act in a manner that destroys the fishery."' 5 5 According to Judge Orrick, previous holdings were always based on this general rule.' 56 Therefore, a habitat right was well within the footprint of the fishing right that the U.S. Supreme Court already recognized.'" If Washington continued to allow, and participate in, habitat degradation, the fish runs would become extinct and the Stevens Treaties' guarantee would be broken. ' The Ninth Circuit heard the Orrick Decision three times. Initially, a threejudge panel affirmed but "modified" Orrick on the habitat issue.' 59 An en banc panel of eleven judges then reheard the case and decided that the state's appeal should be dismissed because the "case was not ripe for judicial review."'" Finally, a second en banc panel reheard the case but left the issue of the habitat right undecided. ' The first en banc opinion was withdrawn and the opinion of the three-judge panel vacated.' None of the eleven judges hearing the final appeal said they would reverse the lower court's habitat holding on the merits.' 63 However, the court of appeals did not have enough "concrete facts" to definitively hold that the Stevens Treaties created a habitat right.' Such guesswork, according to the Ninth Circuit, was contrary to "sound legal discretion."'" While the Orrick Decision is the only court decision explicitly recognizing a habitat right, several other lower courts' decisions come close. These decisions hold that the government may not destroy the Indians' usual and accustomed fishing grounds. In the first such case, 
E. The Reserved Water Right
The reserved water right supports the finding of an implied habitat right by analogy. The reserved water rights doctrine, also known as the Winters doctrine, holds that when Congress reserved land for "federal enclaves" such as Indian reservations and military bases, it implicitly reserved enough water to fulfill the reservation's purpose." If the purpose of the reservation is to promote agriculture, the Winters doctrine reserves enough water to irrigate all the practicably irrigable acres on the reservation." If the purpose was to protect fish species, the Winters doctrine reserves enough water to protect natural spawning and rearing habitat. Today, the controlling question in any Winters rights dispute is "what was the purpose for which Congress 77 The Court used the same reasoning that it used three years earlier in Winans to find the right of access. "' First, the Court noted that the purpose of the reservation was conversion of Indians from a "nomadic and uncivilized people" into a "pastoral and civilized people."'" Next, the Court applied the canons of construction for Indian treaties: "By a rule of interpretation of agreements and treaties with the Indians, ambiguities occurring will be resolved from the standpoint of the Indians." ' In finding an implied water right, the Court noted that, without water, the purpose of the reservation would be frustrated. " ' The Supreme Court has examined the contours of the Winters right nine times over the twentieth century, holding that whenever Congress creates a federal reservation of land, including an Indian reservation,"' national forest,"' 3 or a national monument,'" it implicitly reserves enough water to fulfill the purposes of the reservation, but no more. ' the Indians where they could practice agriculture, the measure of the water right was enough water to irrigate all the "practicably irrigable acreage on the reservation" in light of present as well as future needs.' 7 The next major refinement in the Winters Doctrine came in 1975, in Cappaert v. United States, when the U.S. Supreme Court recognized a Winters' right for the benefit of fish."' Here, a ranching family, the Cappaerts, began pumping well water from their land, lowering the water level in Devil's Hole National Monument. Declining water levels threatened the survival of the Devil's Hole pupfish, an endangered species." The Cappaert Court found that the monument's purpose was to preserve both the pool and the pupfish.'' It also noted that while the water right was based on the purpose of the reservation, it was also limited by it. 9 ' Thus, the Cappaerts could pump from their wells until the water level in the pool dropped below a certain level and no further."
Following Cappaert, in 1981, the Ninth Circuit applied the Winters doctrine to support a water right for fish habitat in Colville Confederated Tribes v. Walton.' The Colville court held that the confederated tribes on the Colville reservation in North Central Washington had a Winters right to "sufficient water to permit the natural spawning" of Lahontan trout.' 9
Because the reservation was created for at least two purposes: agriculture and fishing,' 95 and the Grand Coulee Dam destroyed tribal fishing grounds, the court reasoned that the Indians' had a right to enough water to support the Omak Lake Lahontan trout fishery established as a replacement fishery."
The Ninth Circuit applied the Winters doctrine most recently in United States v. Adair,'" holding that the Indians had a right to enough water to maintain fishing and hunting on lands once part of the Klamath Reser-vation.'" The court first examined the treaty between the United States and the Klamath Indian Tribe, containing a clause guaranteeing the Indians "exclusive on-reservation fishing and gathering rights." ' " The court next considered the historical circumstances under which the treaty was negotiated, establishing the "central importance of the Tribe's hunting and fishing rights." ' ' Finally, the Court found that "a quantity of water flowing through the reservation" was necessary to protect the hunting and fishing right." If the purpose of the reservation is to preserve fishing rights, then the Winters doctrine guarantees the Indians enough water to maintain the fishery, even if the water originates off the reservation."
In 1985, the Ninth Circuit reached a similar result in Kittitas Reclamation District v. Sunnyside Valley Irrigation District," affirming the lower court's order requiring the water master to release water to cover salmon redds. ' Because releases of extra water the previous fall artificially raised the water level, causing the salmon to spawn higher in the watershed and further from the main channel than normal, the extra water was required to cover the redds in the spring?" If the water master hadn't maintained these flows through the spring, the redds would dry out, essentially destroying the salmon run for that year. M Two district courts also recognize a Winters right for the benefit of naturally spawning fish. In Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe of Indians v. Morton,'" in 1973, the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia overturned a regulation issued by the U.S. Secretary of Interior allocating the waters of the Truckee River between Indians, wanting the water to protect spawning habitat, and non-Indians, desiring the water for irrigation." ' The court held that, as the tribe's trustee, the U.S. Secretary of Interior had a fiduciary duty to allocate "all water not allocated by court decree or contract" to the Indians. The Winters doctrine established that when Congress creates a federal reservation it implicitly reserves enough water to fulfill the purposes of the reservation. If the reservation is an Indian reservation, and one of the purposes of the reservation is to protect the Indian's right to catch fish, then the Winters guarantee is that of enough water to maintain harvestable populations of fish. It would be but a small judicial step to analogize the Winters right to the habitat right.
F. The Conservation Necessity
Like the Winters right, the conservation necessity supports the implied habitat right by analogy. The conservation necessity is the flip side of the implied habitat right. Whereas the implied habitat right expands the scope of the Indian fishing right, the conservation necessity limits the scope of the non-Indian development right. The conservation necessity holds that the tribes' fishing right does not include the right to fish a given species to extinction. By analogy, it should also hold that non-Indians don't have the right to drive a given species of fish to extinction by destroying its habitat.
The conservation necessity flows from a stark biological fact unrecognized at treaty time: Stevens Treaties fishing rights are limited by the ability of a given watershed to produce fish.
2 ' At treaty time, these limitations were difficult to see because nature could produce more fish than humans could consume.
2 3 But since then, habitat degradation and overfishing has reversed the situation so that treaty fisherman can't even catch enough fish to support their moderate living needs."
The Supreme Court first recognized the conservation necessity in Tulee v. Washington, 2 ' S in 1942, when it struck a balance between the Indians' claim that the treaty allowed them to fish at usual and accustomed places free from state regulation of any kind and the State of Washington's claim that it could regulate Indian fishing at their usual and accustomed places to the same extent that it could regulate non-Indian fishing."' The Tulee Court held that the Indians' construction of the treaty was too broad while the state's construction was too narrow, forging the conservation necessity from the two extremes."' Fishing restrictions of a "purely regulatory nature ... as are necessary for the conservation of fish" do not violate the treaty. But the treaty would not tolerate restrictions designed merely to raise money. 18 The Court revisited the conservation necessity doctrine in the first two Puyallup cases. In the 1968 Puyallup I decision, the Court held that the state had the power to regulate the "manner of fishing, the size of the take, the restriction of commercial fishing and the like" in the "interest of conservation," so long as the regulation met "appropriate standards" and did not discriminate against the Indians." 9 In the 1973 Puyallup 1I case, the Court was even more direct, stating that the treaty did not give the Indians "the right to pursue the last living steelhead until it enters their nets. Stevens Treaties case law provides a strong foundation from which to build the proposed implied habitat right. The Federal District Court for Western Washington explicitly found the proposed right, but the decision was vacated on appeal. Three other district courts have found that the fishing clause prevents both public and private parties from destroying usual and accustomed fishing grounds. Two additional doctrines of Stevens Treaties case law support the proposed habitat right by analogy: the reserved water rights doctrine, and the conservation necessity. such an implied right, they have recognized other rights also implied in the fishing clause: the right of access and the right of equitable apportionment. Courts recognized these two rights by applying both the canons of construction and case law to the facts at hand. The canons of construction require the courts to: 1) construe Indian treaties liberally in favor of the Indians, 2) resolve ambiguous expressions in favor of the Indians, and 3) construe the treaties as the Indians at that time understood them. 3 Stevens Treaties case law requires courts to interpret the Stevens Treaties in a way that guarantees the Indians enough fish to make a "moderate living" through fishing." 4
IV. The Stevens Treaties Created an Implied Habitat Right
A. The Canons of Construction for Indian Treaties Support a Holding that the Stevens Treaties Contain an Implied Habitat Right
The first canon of construction requires the courts to construe Indian treaties "liberally in favor of the Indians." 2 " Some courts go so far as to find hunting and fishing rights on former reservation land even after Congress abrogated the treaty creating the reservation. For example, the Adair court, discussed in Part Ill, supra, found that the Indians retained the reserved water right implied by the treaty creating their reservation even after Congress terminated the reservation. 2 6 If courts can find an implied reserved water right for hunting and fishing rights guaranteed by a treaty that is no longer in force, then surely they can find an implied habitat right for a treaty remaining in full force today. 227 The second canon of construction requires courts to resolve ambiguous expressions in favor of the Indians."' For example, the phrase "in common with the citizens" is ambiguous. It could mean that the Indians share the right to catch fish off their reservations equally with non-Indians, so that if there were nine non-Indian fisherman for every one Indian fishermen, the non-Indians would get ninety percent of the catch, or the phrase could mean that the Indians got half the catch and the non-Indians got the other half, regardless of the ratio of Indians to non-Indians. The Boldt Decision interpreted the phrase in favor of the Indians, finding that the Indians and non-Indians were each entitled to "share equally" in the catch. 29 Therefore, the Indians received up to half the harvestable salmon and non-Indians the other half."' Courts should interpret 'the phrase "right of taking fish" in a similar fashion. The phrase does not define how many fish the Indians may take or whether the government is obligated to protect the right in any way. Nonetheless, it is well settled that the right is not an empty one. The fishing clause guarantees the Indians something more than the "chance, shared with millions of other citizens, occasionally to dip their net into territorial waters." 2 3 ' To resolve the ambiguity in favor of the Indians and make the phrase meaningful, courts should find the implied habitat right because without the habitat, there are no fish. 232 The third canon of construction has long been the primary canon used by courts to interpret the Stevens Treaties. 3 It requires courts to interpret an Indian treaty as the Indians understood it at the time." 3 This task is made somewhat difficult by the fact that historical accounts of the treaty negotiations do not indicate precisely what the Indians understood the treaty to mean when they signed it. Negotiations were conducted in the Chinook patios and precise meanings of the English terms were impossible to convey. 2 " Nonetheless, Chinook was capable of conveying the general meaning of the fishing clause to the Indians. 2 " To discern the Stevens Treaties general meaning, courts must explore the historical circumstances in which the United States and the Indians negotiated the treaty and the intent of each party, especially the Indians. 3 ' Once the court understands the circumstances and the Indians' intent, it must interpret the treaty to give effect to the Indians' intent. 2 "
Historical accounts indicate that Stevens and the Indians understood the fishing clause as a guarantee that the Indians would be able to catch fish at their usual and accustomed fishing grounds in perpetuity. 239 As Stevens stated in his opening address at the Treaty of Point-No-Point, "this paper secures your fish." ' "M The Indians took him at his word.' This was the consideration for which they ceded essentially all of their aboriginal territory to non-Indians. ' 2 It is in this sense that courts must interpret the fishing clause today." 3 Courts should hold that the Stevens Treaties contain an implied promise to protect productive fish habitat. Otherwise, the salmon face extinction and the treaty guarantee will be broken.
The canons of construction for Indian treaties require the courts to construe Indian treaties liberally in favor of the Indians, resolve ambiguous expressions in favor of the Indians, and construe the treaties as the Indians understood them at the time. 2 Applying these canons to today's world of declining harvests, it is clear the fishing clause guarantee will be broken unless the courts recognize the implied habitat right.
B. Courts Have Expanded the Explicit Scope of the Fishing Clause to Protect Indian Fishing Rights in the Face of Declining Harvests
After nearly a century of Supreme Court and lower court decision making, the central meaning of the fishing clause is well established. The fishing clause guarantees the Indians enough fish to meet their "reasonable livelihood needs." 2 '" In other words, the treaty guarantees the Indians a 'moderate living" through fishing.' The history of Court decision making on this subject can be described as a series of contemporaneous responses to the declining Indian harvest." 7 As anadromous fish populations declined, the Court consistently readjusted the scope of the fishing right to insure that the fishery would meet the Indians' needs.'
Today's Courts Should Meet the Challenge of Declining Tribal Fisheries Applying the Same Logic Used By Earlier Courts to Recognize the Right of Access and the Right of Equitable Apportionment
Courts should recognize the habitat right as an element of the fishing right by virtue of the same logic that spawned the rights of access and equitable apportionment. During the first half-century of non-Indian settlement in Western Washington, fish were so abundant that both Indians and nonIndians harvested all the fish they wanted.' 9 After the turn of the nineteenth century, however, non-Indians began crowding the Indians from their traditional fisheries. Responding to this inequity, in United States v. Winans, 5 " the Supreme Court recognized the right of access. Nearly half a century later, in the Puyallup cases, the Court began to hint that access wasn't enough. 2 "' This hint became black letter law in Fishing Vessel when the Court affirmed the Indians' right to half the catch. " In the years immediately following Fishing Vessel and the Boldt Decision, the allocation scheme was enough to meet the Indian's reasonable livelihood needs, at least partially.' Now they need more. As the Orrick Decision held, "the most fundamental prerequisite to exercising the right to take fish is the existence of fish to be taken."" Without adequate fish habitat, there are no fish, making the right to take fish meaningless. If the trend in habitat degradation continues, "the right to take fish would eventually be reduced to the right to dip one's net into the water ... and bring it out empty." 5 Such a result violates the fishing clause, the canons of construction, and nearly one hundred years of litigation on the subject. " ' The Fishing Vessel Court all but resolved the habitat issue when it rejected the contention that the fishing clause guaranteed nothing more than an equal opportunity to try to catch fish. 
Id.
Some federal district court cases came close to recognizing the same habitat right that the Orrick Decision recognized." For example, the District Court of Oregon enjoined construction of a dam on Catherine Creek because it would "destroy" the steelhead fishery above the dam."' Likewise, the Muckleshoot court found that a proposed marina would harm the tribes' fishing right because it would both deny them access to their usual and accustomed grounds and stations and damage the habitat." Although these cases involved the right of access, it is only a small logical step from a finding based on access to a finding based on habitat.
Today's Courts Should Also Recognize the Habitat Right by Analogy to the Reserved Water Rights Doctrine and the Conservation Necessity
Courts should also recognize the habitat right by analogy to the reserved water rights doctrine and the conservation necessity. As discussed in Part III, supra, the Ninth Circuit found a reserved water right (Winters right) to support fish habitat on four different occasions." ' These cases all arose from conflicts between Indians and non-Indians over water in the arid regions of the Pacific Northwest and they all explicitly found that the Indians needed the water in order to protect the fish habitat. The issue has not yet been joined in Western Washington because water is usually not the limiting factor in the production of wild fish. The limiting factor here is habitat.
In Western Washington, the Winters doctrine applies to the proposed habitat right by analogy. If Winters guarantees enough water to fulfill the purposes of an arid reservation, then, by analogy, it guarantees enough habitat to fulfill the purposes of a wet reservation. Without the water on the Colville reservation, for example, the Lahontan cutthroat trout fishery would have been destroyed. Likewise, by analogy, without the habitat on the Skokomish Reservation, the salmon fishery was destroyed.
Courts should also recognize the habitat right by analogy to the conservation necessity. Historically, courts always cite the conservation necessity as a reason to restrict Indian fishing, but non-Indians don't have the right to destroy the fishery either." Each side is obliged to give something up to prevent salmon populations from falling below levels necessary to provide the Indians with a moderate living. The Indians' right to make a living by fishing is limited by the conservation necessity as expressed in restrictions on harvest. The citizen's right to make a living by developing natural resources, on the other hand, should be limited by restrictions on habitat degradation. While the conservation necessity restrains Indian activities that may limit salmon population growth (primarily harvest), it should also limit non-Indian activity affecting salmon production (primarily habitat destruction).
In terms of the treaty right, harvest and habitat degradation are equivalent. Both over-harvest and unrestricted habitat degradation violate the spirit of the treaty. Each activity reduces the number of fish available for escapement and propagation of the species. When the Puyallups asserted their exclusive right to harvest the fish running through their reservation on the Puyallup River, the U.S. Supreme Court held that they did not have the right to pursue the "last living steelhead ' ' 3 on the river to extinction. Likewise, the state doesn't have the right to develop or degrade the last piece of steelhead habitat and drive the fish to extinction.
Habitat degradation is a form of harvest. For example, the Lake Cushman Dams on the North Fork of the Skokomish River on the Olympic Peninsula harvest nearly the entire natural run of anadromous fish. Before the dams, the Skokomish River, and more particularly the North Fork of the Skokomish River, was the most biologically productive river on the Hood Canal and provided the Skokomish Indians with ample quantities of fish. 2 " ' After the dams, almost all of the water that previously flowed down the North Fork was diverted into a power tunnel to generate electricity." Without the water, the habitat was completely unusable and the fish perished. ' " In the eyes of the treaty, the dams "harvested" the fish as completely as any Indian gillnet strung across the river.
V. Conclusion
The fishing right guaranteed by the fishing clause of the Stevens Treaties has long included the right of access and the right of equitable apportionment. Today, it is time for the courts to recognize the third element of the fishing right -the proposed habitat right. Following the canons of [Vol. 27
https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/ailr/vol27/iss1/4 construction, the courts should interpret the Stevens Treaties by determining what consideration the Indians bargained for when they ceded all claims to their ancestral homeland, then determine how to honor that consideration today. This consideration emerges with unmistakable clarity from the historical record of the treaty negotiations and nearly a century of litigation on the subject. The Indians gave up their land in exchange for the United States' solemn guarantee that it would protect their right to fish at their usual and accustomed places so they could catch enough fish to make a moderate living from fishing."" The Indians' treaty fishing right is one right made manifest by three other rights: the right of access, the right of equitable apportionment, and the habitat right. 
